A microparticle material of gold/polystyrene-coated hollow titania was successfully synthesized. The synthesis steps involved hydrothermal synthesis of a carbon sphere from sucrose as a template, coating of the carbon sphere with titania, removal of the carbon sphere to produce hollow titania, followed by coating of polystyrene on the surface of hollow titania and then attachment of gold nanoparticles. It has been demonstrated that this material can float on water due to its low density and it is a potential catalyst for liquid–gas boundary catalysis in oxidation of benzyl alcohol by using molecular oxygen.

1. Introduction

Synthesis of a solid catalyst which can be located in the boundary of immiscible liquid–liquid and liquid–gas systems remains a big challenge today. Previously, the preparation of heterogeneous catalysts in the liquid–liquid phase boundary has been reported in scientific journals [1–6]. In this catalytic reaction system, the catalyst was placed at the liquid–liquid phase boundary between aqueous hydrogen peroxide and water-immiscible organic phase and act as an efficient catalyst for epoxidation reaction. In this paper, the study is extended to liquid–gas catalytic system. Solid–gas catalyzed-liquid reactions are often encountered in the chemical process industry, most frequently in hydroprocessing operations and in the oxidation of organic liquid phase [7–10].

The fast-growing insight into the functional materials has led the research more focused on the synthesis of materials for the specific properties. The preparation of hollow materials with low density is one of the targets [11–17]. Along this line, we have attempted to make an effective heterogeneous catalytic system for this application by using gold/polystyrene-coated hollow titania as a catalyst. Fig. 1 shows a schematic illustration of the procedure implemented for the synthesis of floating gold/polystyrene-coated hollow titania. The catalyst was prepared in several stages: (1) preparation of the template hydrothermally by using sucrose as a precursor, (2) synthesis of hollow titania by sol–gel method and the removal the carbon template by calcination, (3) polystyrene coating of hollow titania particles, and (4) gold sputtering of polystyrene-coated hollow titania.

Reaction between two immiscible liquids requires stirring to maximize the contact area of the reactants. Nevertheless, the reaction between gas and liquid phases also need stirring to increase the solubility of the gas into the liquid. From an industrial point of view, continuous processes carried out in a gas phase are preferred; where large production is concerned, they offer advantages in the field of economy of process, plant security, process control, and heat recovery [18]. In liquid–gas reactions, a gas phase and a liquid phase are brought into contact with each other to form chemical reactions. Gas and liquid phases have various mixing patterns (plug flow, well stirred, and plug flow with axial dispersion). Often, these processes are conducted in stirred tank batch reactors; hence, the catalysts must finely divided solids to ensure easy suspension in the reaction medium.

In phase-boundary catalysis, the stirring process is not required because the mass transfer is not rate determining step in this system. Hence, this research will be great if it can contribute knowledge in floating gold/polystyrene-coated hollow titania catalysts with floating properties. Besides, efficient control of the structural properties of hollow titania and fabrication of gold/polystyrene composites are the other important subject for their application, especially in the field of catalysis. For floating purpose, it is necessary to fabricate polystyrene-coated hollow titania with low density.
Gold has a rich coordination and equally effective as a heterogeneous or a homogeneous catalyst [19]. Gold nanoparticle has remarkable properties compared to gold in bulk species has been well nurtured till few decades [20]. Nano-sized metal on a support has attracted a great deal of interest owing to its novel properties as a catalyst [21]. The catalytic activity of supported metal catalyst is greatly influenced by the size of metal particles and the interaction between gold and the support. The interaction between the gold and the support is a prerequisite to increase catalytic activity because gold shows poor catalytic activity. Supported gold has been shown to be active catalyst to oxidize alcohols and polyols with O2 and display higher resistance to intoxication than the Pt or Pd.

The oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde by molecular oxygen was used as a model reaction to examine the performance of gold/polystyrene-coated hollow titania floating catalyst. Benzaldehyde is commercially obtained by hydrolysis of benzyl chloride and the oxidation of toluene [22,23]. However, the chlorine produced may contaminate the reaction and reduce the selectivity. Therefore, the oxidation of benzyl alcohol is preferred reaction route for the production of chlorine-free with improved selectivity.

The conventional methods for the oxidation of alcohols are based on the stoichiometric amount of inorganic oxidants (such as chromate) or organic oxidants (such as DMSO) [24]. Nevertheless, these methods have led to environmentally and economically problems due to their large production of byproducts. The selection of oxidant is important in order to make a clean oxidation process. The catalytic oxidation with molecular oxygen is a crucial process for the synthesis of fine chemicals. Water formed as the sole co-product and low cost of the oxygen/air make it a suitable candidate as an oxidant.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Chemicals and materials used were deionized water (Barnstead and Hamilton); ethanol (R&M Chemicals, 99.7% v/v minimum denatured); tetramethylammonium chloride, TMAC (Fisher, 98%); n-hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide, HTAB (TCI); titanium(IV) isopropoxide, TIP (Merck); hydrogen peroxide, H2O2 (QRec, 30%); styrene (Sigma–Aldrich, 97%); acetonitrile (Merck); and benzyl alcohol (Merck).

2.2. Preparation of carbon microspheres

In typical synthesis of colloidal carbon microspheres [25], 0.04 mol of sucrose was dissolved in 50 ml (0.8 M) deionized water. Sucrose solution was sonicated for 5 min to homogenize the solution. Hydrothermal method was adopted for carbon sphere synthesis. The solution was sealed in 125 ml autoclave and maintained at 170 °C for 5 h. The products were centrifuged, washed, and dispersed in ethanol and water for five times. The carbon sphere was dried overnight in an oven at 90 °C. The same procedure was repeated for 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 1.0, and 2.0 M of sucrose. In order to investigate the effect on particle size, surfactant such as TMAC or HTAB was added with a different ratio to 0.5 M concentration of sucrose. Carbon sphere particle was labeled as CS.

2.3. Preparation of hollow titania

Preparation of hollow titania was described elsewhere [12] using sol–gel method. The coating was carried out at room temperature in 20 ml ethanol with 3.0 ml titanium(IV) isopropoxide (TIP) as titanium precursor and 0.3 g of prepared the CS from 0.8 M sucrose solution. The mixture was stirred for 24 h to allow complete precipitation of TIP on carbon particles. The product was separated and washed by centrifugation with ethanol three times at 3500 rpm for 5 min. The obtained titania–carbon composite (Ti/C composite) was dried at room temperature for 12 h followed by drying at 60 °C for 2 h before calcination at 500 °C. Hollow titania was labeled as HT.

2.4. Synthesis of polystyrene-coated hollow titania

The prepared HT (50 mg) was wetted with aqueous H2O2 (5 mmol) to facilitate in situ polymerization of styrene on HT. Styrene (5 mmol) was added as polystyrene precursor and 5 ml acetonitrile as solvent. The mixture was stirred gently at 80 °C for 8 h. The product obtained was separated by centrifugation and dried overnight at 60 °C. Polystyrene-coated hollow titania was labeled as PS–HT.
2.5. Impregnation of gold onto catalyst by sputtering deposition

The PS–HT (10 mg) was placed on a glass slide before put in Auto Fine Coater JFC 1600 for gold deposition. The distance between the targeted plate disk (gold) with specimen stage was adjusted to 30 mm. Gold loading was controlled by varying times for gold deposition from 30 to 60 s for respective PS–HT. Polystyrene beads (PS) and titanium dioxide (TiO₂) also underwent the same procedure by placing the samples in the coater for 30 s. The gold/polystyrene-coated hollow titania was labeled as gold/PS–HT.

2.6. Oxidation of benzyl alcohol

The gold/PS–HT catalyst (10 mg) was weighed and let to be floating in Schlenk tube (25 ml) containing 0.3 M NaOH (5 ml) and 0.3 M benzyl alcohol (5 ml) solution. 3-way stopcock was fitted to Schlenk tube before connected with a balloon containing excess gas oxygen (3 l). The oxygen gas was allowed to flow in the system for 5 s before the reaction to make sure that the air in the system was replaced with oxygen gas. The reaction was conducted for 22 h. The reaction with agitation was compared with static condition. After the reaction end, the catalyst was filtered off and the mixture was extracted using toluene. Recovery was always 98 ± 3% with this procedure. The sample names for benzyl alcohol oxidation were recorded according to the time taken during gold deposition (Table 1). The turn over number (TON) was measured using the following equation:

\[
\text{Turn over number (TON)} = \frac{\text{Yield of product (mole)}}{\text{Amount of gold (mole)}}
\]

2.7. Characterizations

The FTIR spectrum was prepared according the following procedure. A CS pallet was prepared by grinding the CS powder with dry KBr as a binder (1:100 ratio) and hold for 8 tons for 3 min. The measurement was done at ambient condition at range 400–4000 cm⁻¹ using Perkin–Elmer Spectrum spectrometer. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) study was carried out on JEOL JSM-670 IF operated at 2.0 kV. The samples used for FESEM analysis were prepared by separating floating PS–HT from the non-floating ones in water. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study was conducted with JEOL JEM-2100 at 200 kV. The TEM samples were prepared by drying drops of dispersing samples in ethanol on copper grids coated with formvar/carbon. X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy was conducted with Bruker AXS D8 in ranges 2θ = 10–90° using Cu Kα radiation with λ = 1.5418 Å at 40 kV and 40 mA, step 0.030 and step time 1 s (1.2° min scanning speed). The samples were also characterized using diffuse reflectance ultra-violet spectrometer (DR-UV) (Lambda 900 Perkin Elmer) from 200 to 900 nm wavelength, and weight loss study was carried out using TGA–SDTA of TGA/SDTS851 Mettler Toledo in the range 200–900°C in range 10–180°C/min.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Preparation of sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold 30/PS</td>
<td>Polystyrene beads were coated with gold nanoparticle with deposition time 30 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold 30/TiO₂</td>
<td>Titanium dioxide particles were coated with gold nanoparticle with deposition time 30 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold 30/PS–HT</td>
<td>PS–HT particles were coated with gold nanoparticle with deposition time 30 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold 40/PS–HT</td>
<td>PS–HT particles were coated with gold nanoparticle with deposition time 40 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold 50/PS–HT</td>
<td>PS–HT particles were coated with gold nanoparticle with deposition time 50 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold 60/PS–HT</td>
<td>PS–HT particles were coated with gold nanoparticle with deposition time 60 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Sample was deposited by gold in auto fine coater and was placed 30 mm below the gold target disk. Amount of sample before gold deposition was 10 mg.
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**Fig. 2.** Distribution of particles average radius of carbon spheres with/without surfactant.
of 25–900 °C. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurement was performed on a Axis Ultra DLD Shimadzu electron spectrometer equipped with monochromated Al Kα, Dual (Al and Mg) X-ray sources. The binding energy (BE) of the C 1s peak at 284.5 eV was taken as an internal standard.

Hydrophilicity of carbon sphere from 0.8 M sucrose solution was analyzed using water adsorption technique. The sample was dried in an oven at 110 °C for 12 h to remove all the physically adsorbed water. After dehydration, the sample was exposed to water vapor at room temperature, followed by the determination of the percentage of adsorbed water per gram solid as a function of time.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows particle size distribution of carbon particles at different concentration of sucrose with/without surfactant. The size of CS increased as the concentration of sucrose solution increased. This verified that the concentration of sucrose aqueous plays an important role for nucleation during hydrothermal reaction. Average radius of the CS which produced from 0.4 to 0.7 M of sucrose solution showed a narrow distribution compared to 0.8–2.0 M sucrose solution. The size deviation is higher at concentration more than 0.8 M indicated that the carbon particle size has poor distribution might due to the particles collide or stick together to form larger particles. The deviation of particle size can be explained by Ostwald ripening whereby non-uniform size distribution is driven by solid particles dispersed in saturated or supersaturated solution to achieve a minimum total surface free energy. Therefore, smaller particle reduced its size while the bigger particle kept on growing [26]. The CS synthesized by using 0.8 M sucrose was selected as the template for synthesis of HT because its particle size was relatively big. In addition, particle size of CS from 1.0 M and 2.0 M concentration of sucrose not differ much from 0.8 M. As shown in Fig. 1, carbon particle obtained was then coated by titania. One expects that the bigger the size of CS, the lower the density of HT produced.

Addition of TMAC with a different ratio on 0.5 M sucrose solution gives no significance changes on particle size, plus the dispersion was also poor. Nevertheless, it was found that addition of TMAC into sucrose solution led to substantial increase in particle size. The diameter of TMAC carbon particle was from 2 μm up to 12 μm. On the other hand, it is reversely observed in the addition of HTAB in sucrose solution. The size of carbon particle was decreased as the concentration of HTAB increased. As the concentration was further increased, the nucleation was fully inhibited with no longer the formation of solid particles was observed. The surfactant not only can boost up the size of the CS, but it is also can reduce the size of carbon particle.

The mechanism of carbon spheres formation was described elsewhere [27,28] according to following steps: (1) sucrose undergoes hydrolysis to produce corresponding monosaccharide; glucose and fructose, (2) these monomers are then dehydrated and condensed/polymerized generating aromatized molecules and (3) appearance of a short burst of nucleation when the concentration of aromatic clusters in the aqueous solution reaches the critical supersaturation point to form microspheres. The graph in Fig. 3 shows the adsorption of water by carbon sphere. The water vapor
was attracted to carbon sphere via the available OH group on the carbon surface. Hence, this indicates that the carbon sphere is hydrophilic enough to trap moisture in air. The FTIR spectrum in Fig. 4 endorsed that the CS contains OH group and acquires hydrocarbon characteristic. There is strong characteristic peak stretching vibration of O-H bond at 3444 cm$^{-1}$. The peaks at 2924 cm$^{-1}$ originated from the stretching vibration of C-H bond. The peak of stretching vibration of carboxyl groups C=O can be observed at 1688 cm$^{-1}$. The peak at 1620 cm$^{-1}$ indicated that the presence of C=C group. The peak at 1285 cm$^{-1}$ is due to the stretching vibration of C-O bond. Since the carbon particles have dangling OH group on its surface, no functionalization needed for carbon to react with the desired metal oxide precursor.

In the next stage to produce gold/PS–HT, the obtained CS particles were then coated with titanium precursor, TIP. After calcination to remove the carbon template, the diameter of HT was reduced to ca. 2.0 μm (Fig. 5) with wall thickness ca. 140 nm. The shrinkage probably caused by further dehydration of the loosely paired OH groups. The height of the wall in HT is almost 2 to 3 times higher than the diameter. The XRD pattern of the CS precursor shows characteristic peaks at 20 values of 19.5°, 25.3°, and 36.6°, which are assigned to the (101), (004), and (200) planes of quartz, respectively (Fig. 8a). The Ti/C composite (Fig. 8b) shows characteristic peaks at 20 values of 38.1°, 54.3°, 64.4°, and 82.1°, which are assigned to the (002), (101), (105), and (211) planes of TiO$_2$, respectively. The HT (Fig. 8c) shows characteristic peaks at 20 values of 38.1°, 54.3°, 64.4°, and 82.1°, which are assigned to the (002), (101), (105), and (211) planes of TiO$_2$, respectively. The PS–HT (Fig. 8d) shows characteristic peaks at 20 values of 23.7°, 35.1°, 38.3°, 54.3°, 64.4°, and 82.1°, which are assigned to the (101), (004), (200), (105), (211), and (220) planes of TiO$_2$, respectively. The gold/PS–HT (Fig. 8e) shows characteristic peaks at 20 values of 38.1°, 54.3°, 64.4°, and 82.1°, which are assigned to the (002), (101), (105), and (211) planes of TiO$_2$, respectively.
cross-linked structure of the carbon spheres [29] which lead to densification of HT. The thermogravimetric curves of the carbon sphere (CS), titania–carbon composite (Ti/C composite) and hollow titania (HT) are shown in Fig. 6. For CS and Ti/C composite, the weight loss region below 100 °C could be attributed to physically adsorbed water and residual of solvent in the sample and the weight loss at 350 °C could be resulted from decomposition of organic compound. For HT, the straight line indicated that carbon particle was completely removed by calcination.

As shown in Fig. 7a, it has been clearly observed that pore of HT was fully covered by polystyrene as a ball-like material which appeared in smooth surface. The size of PS–HT is ca. 2.0 μm is not much different from HT. Wall thickness of polystyrene is ca. 50–200 nm (see Fig. 7b). A void inside the sphere cannot be observed under TEM due to the thick wall of PS–HT. Fortunately, the layer of polystyrene and titania can be distinguished by differences in the color contrast. The crystalline phase of titania was clearly observed by the emerging of titania lattice under high-resolution TEM image. The outer layer indicates the amorphous phase of polystyrene. The particles of PS–HT which did not float on the surface of water were also analyzed using FESEM. Since it is difficult to determine the density of PS–HT, the presence of perforated polystyrene-coated hollow titania (Fig. 7c) proved that the material contained an empty space within its sphere.

The crystallinity of CS, Ti/C composite, HT, PS–HT, and gold/PS–HT was confirmed by using XRD. Fig. 8a shows that CS produced by hydrothermal method displayed an amorphous phase since there is no peak appears in the XRD pattern. Only a hump at 2θ = 20° was observed. Amorphous titania was also obtained after the carbon sphere was coated with titanium precursor to form titanium–carbon composite (see Fig. 8b). During the hydrothermal reaction, the pressure is created in an autoclave (autogeneous pressure) thus gives impact on the product. The hydrothermal reaction which takes place at moderate temperature in the 170–350 °C range from sucrose produced amorphous carbon [28]. However, if the hydrothermal reaction takes place at elevated temperature, saccharide-type of monomer will yield graphite-type of the carbon [30,31]. After calcination at high temperature, HT was transformed to anatase phase (see Fig. 8c). Since HT was covered with polystyrene, the intensity of HT anatase peaks was reduced (see Fig. 8d and e).

Fig. 9 shows HT and PS–HT have the same reflectance in the visible region which is 420 nm. On contrary, the gold/PS–HT showed a hypsochromic shift 390 nm and showed a marked decrease at 540 nm which indicated the characteristic of gold nanoparticles [32]. Images of Au sputtered on the surface of the support and size distribution were presented in Fig. 10. Measurement of size distribution based on the images showed has mean particle size of ca. 11.0 nm with broad distribution range 5–17 nm. High-resolution imaging was performed on the gold particle and exhibited lattice fringes 2.53 Å. There is no change in the size of gold particles as the sputtering time increasing. The different is only the amount of gold deposited on the PS–HT. This observation is similar to the previous report [33].

Fig. 11 shows the turnover number (TON) of the catalytic reaction of the oxidation of benzaldehyde by molecular oxygen under stirring and static conditions. The TON was determined based on the amount of gold nanoparticles deposited on PS–HT. The reaction of gold/PS–HT was also compared with gold 30/PS and gold 30/TiO2. The gold 30/PS showed a relatively low production of
benzaldehyde in both stirring and static condition. This presumably due to the location of polystyrene beads is at the bottom of the mixture which makes it hard to be accessed by oxygen gas. Gold 30/PS was proven to be less active for this catalysis. The gold 30/TiO₂ showed better production of benzaldehyde, yet the PS–HT with gold catalysts still performed better. As can be seen, stirring condition contributes higher yield of benzaldehyde than static condition. The stirring circumstance could enhance the reaction by allowing more gaseous reactants to reach the catalyst surface because it has overcome the gas–liquid and liquid–solid mass transfer resistance. Thus, the interfacial interaction increases between the catalyst and the reactant since the gas can diffuse to the liquid to increase the contact area for oxidation. On the other hand, under static condition, the degree of interaction between the gold and substrates is constrained, though it showed good catalytic activity under static condition in gold 40/PS–HT and gold 50/PS–HT. According to production of benzaldehyde, the TON decreased as the gold loading increased. An increase in the loading of gold nanoparticles could result in a low yield of product due to the gold existed as a bulk [34]. It can be proposed that the higher TON of gold 30/PS–HT under stirring condition among the others is due to the high availability of effective active sites to catalyze the oxidation reaction. By the increase in sputtering time, the gold particles tend to agglomerate to form large clusters hence reduced the activity of the catalyst. Besides, the oxidation state of gold is believed has contributed to the enhancement of the TON which will be explained in the next paragraph.

Proposed model of phase-boundary catalyst and its catalytic pathway is depicted in Fig. 12. The active Au-site is located at the interphase of organic and gas phases. During the reaction,
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**Fig. 12.** Proposed model of the gold/PS–HT phase-boundary catalyst and the catalytic pathway of benzaldehyde formation over active Au-site.
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**Fig. 13.** XPS spectrum of gold nanoparticles deposited on PS–HT.
the substrate and O2 that are in contact with Au will be consumed thus created the concentration gradient. The continuous supplies of the substrates from its bulk act as a driving force which enables the reaction to proceed without enforcing the mass transfer to occur [2]. Oxygen can dissolve in water allowing the active site in the liquid phase to carry out the reaction but not active as the active site located at the boundary.

The oxidation state of gold in gold 30/PS–HT was analyzed by XPS technique [24], and the spectrum of Au 4f region is presented in Fig. 13. It revealed that the traces of Au0, Au+, and Au3+ contents in the sample. The peaks at 82.45 and 86.15 eV correspond to Au 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 species. Peaks at 84.45 and 88.25 eV correspond to Au+ 4f7/2 and 4f5/2, and those at 83.35 and 87.35 eV correspond to Au0 4f7/2 and 4f5/2. Au3+ was observed to have the largest peak area of 4f7/2 and Au+ has the largest peak area at 4f5/2, while the peaks of Au0 in 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 show the smallest peak area. Since the gold was sputtered from a gold target disk, the transition of Au3+ 4f7/2 and 4f5/2, and those at 83.35 and 87.35 eV correspond to Au+ 4f7/2 and 4f5/2, respectively. The peaks at 82.45 and 86.15 eV correspond to Au0 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 show the smallest peak area. Since the gold was sputtered from a gold target disk, the transition of Au3+ 4f7/2 and 4f5/2, and those at 83.35 and 87.35 eV correspond to Au+ 4f7/2 and 4f5/2, respectively.

Fig. 14 shows the apparent distribution of gold/PS–HT, gold/PS beads, HT, and TiO2 in water. It was observed that the gold/PS–HT was effectively floated on the surface of water, TiO2 was well-dispersed in water, and gold/PS and HT settle down to the bottom of the bottle. The higher density of the polystyrene beads (1.05 g cm−3) than water (1.00 g cm−3) could be the reason why the particles of polystyrene settle down to the bottom of the bottle. It was also observed that HT sinks faster than the TiO2 due to its perforated structure. In gold/PS–HT case, only ca. 30% of it can be floated on water. The powder of gold/PS–HT was immediately spread on water after being added and later formed a tiny layer of particles which remains floating until now.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, gold/polystyrene-coated hollow titania can be made by using sucrose, titanium(IV) isopropoxide, and styrene as precursors. Hollow titania was simply synthesized by using carbon spheres as a template. Polystyrene was coated onto hollow titania to prevent water from penetrating into the system and making it float on the water. It is observed that, after polystyrene-coated hollow titania was sputtered with gold nanoparticles, this material was active in liquid–gas boundary catalysis in oxidation of benzyl alcohol by using molecular oxygen.
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